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Abstract: - Glioblastoma is the most common highest-grade and lethal type of brain tumor, causing a high rate 
of death each year worldwide. Given the resistance of this tumor to standard surgery, radiation and 
chemotherapy, the consistent efforts to comprehensively profile glioblastomas using latest technologies are 
addressing this need. In line with this idea, this paper focuses to enhancing understanding of the potentially 
useful correlations between medicine field, electrical engineering, mathematical modeling and numerical 
simulation, as parts of our knowledge about life, Nature and Universe. Analysis of variables specific to a 
biological system by type of tumor cell populations can be made by analogy with the electric structure of 
passive quadrupole type. The transfer function is determined directly through a complex electronic structures 
encompassing a RC (resistor, capacitance) quadrupole + operational amplifier OA. By evaluating  in vitro of the 
cell line GB9B, derived from glioblastoma, (GB), and based on the analysis of residues is determined indirectly, 
and validates the transfer function. Mathematical model of  transfer function type  enables to simulate 
numerical 2D of the expression of the output quantity. The findings of this work supports the belief in the 
power of science, demonstrating the strong links between the research in medicine field, and the electrical 
engineering outcomes. 
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1 Introduction 
The high incidence of multiform glioblastoma cases 
and special aggressiveness of such brain tumors 
have led to a large number of research papers in this 
area.  

Multiform Glioblastoma is the most common 
type of primary malignant brain tumours, with a 
mean survival / patient for about a year. The adverse 
prognosis could be explained by the glioblastoma 
resistance to various disturbing factors. A negative 
aspect in the post-operative evolution, namely the 
surgical removal of tumour tissue is given by a high 
rate of recurrence of the tumour. Causality of this 
aspect of tumour recurrence is unknown. It is 
believed that endogenous tumour cells are the 
source of new tumour cells [1].  

The prognosis of patients with glioblastoma is 
extremely poor despite multimodal treatments 
including surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy [2].  

For in vivo investigations, it is known that the 
explosive growth of tumors, including 
glioblastomas, is related to the formation of vascular 

networks mimicry, (VM). Vascular networks 
remarkably contribute to the aggressiveness of 
cancer cells in the body, the appearance of fast 
growing tumors [3,4]. 

A number of studies emphasize the role of stem 
cells in tumor formation and development, including 
the formation of vascular networks mimicry, VM. 
So, the development of the tumor mass is 
accompanied by the appearance of their very intense 
vascular process [5,6,7]. 

In an analysis of cell lines derived from 
glioblastoma, GB, one could note that such cells do 
not show contact inhibition.  

Also, such cells are resistant, in certain limits, to 
a number of perturbations that may occur in the 
biochemical cultivation process: they are less 
dependent on the absence of a continuous input of 
energy (can increase with fewer nutrients); are more 
resistant to temperature and pH shocks etc.  

Cells derived from GB belong to the class of 
immortal cells, meaning they have theoretically the 
possibility to divide themselves indefinitely. 
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In literature we find models that describe the 
development of cell populations, rather we have 
models describing analytically the specific growth 
rate of the cell mass depending on the concentration 
of culture substrate S. A good correlation is offered 
by Monod relationship, expressing analytical 
dependence of the specific growth rate of cell mass, 
as a function of the concentration of the substrate. In 
situations where one of the components of the 
nutritious substrate starts to miss, developing of cell 
population is limited, a situation reflected by 
decreasing of specific growth rate of cell mass. 

A mathematical model which expresses the way 
for the development of a tumor cell structures were 
developed by the Skipper and colleagues. Such a 
model is given by an expression that is based on 
exponential kinetics, [8]. In exponential growth the 
cell number N is a function of the starting size N(0), 
the time of growth t and a constant b [8,9].  

An  Gompertzian model is sufficient to simulate 
clinical data, a high degree of confidence in the 
precision of the estimated parameters is neither 
meant nor justified. Such refinements as the 
inclusion of variable N(∞), NL, and NR would seem 
to be required to produce a more intuitively 
satisfactory model [9]. 

A mathematical model applicable to the tumor 
cell line under the action of an inhibited, has been 
developed by Chou TC and Talalay P . The median 
effect equation describes the behavior of many 
biological systems. It is a generalized form of the 
enzyme kinetic relations of Michaelis-Menten and 
Hil [10].  

Developing a complex mathematical model of 
cell fraction allows the 2D numerical simulation, in 
order to obtain a expression of status estimators. 
One could note that it is possible to develop 
mathematical models for analyzing the cellular 
fraction of GB based on a so-called indirect 
construction process of the mathematical pattern. 
Further it must be noted that a residue analysis 
allows validating the mathematical model of the 
dynamics of cellular fraction, based on the 
mathematical pattern that is built on a complex 
electronic structures encompassing a RC quadrupole  
and an operational amplifier OA. 
 
 

2 Material and Method 
Cell line GB9B was developed on the basis of tumor 
sections provided by Hospital Bagdasar Arseni in 
Bucharest, in patients with glioblastoma, according 
to standard procedures.  

Standard culture medium, (Minimum Essential 
Medium - MEM), have been provided by the 
SIGMA – ALDRICH,.(St. Louis, USA).  

Fetal bovine serum (FBS), and antibiotics have 
been provided by the GIBCO, (South America).  

The process of dynamic cell proliferation type, 
on the cell line GB9B was performed in the 
Laboratory CRL.  

Treatment of cells. The cell line was grown in 
modified standard medium MEM (which is 
containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% 
antibiotics). The cells were grown in flasks (with 
size of 200ml), and were maintained in incubator at 
37°C, 95% O2 and 5% CO2. At each interval of 4 
days was imposed changing the standard MEM. 

The cell line was incubated for a period of 12 
days. Cell viability was determined by daily 
counting of the cells number in pre-marked areas. 
 
 

3 Results 
Following the incubation process at which the cell 
line GB9B has been subjected, it has resulted a 
strong cell viability during the first 6 days from 
starting the incubation. The cell fraction of the 
GB9B line has a relatively small increase in the 
range of 7-8 days. Towards the end of the 
proliferation process the kinetic evolution is of 
landing. This effect continues until the end of the 
experiment, according to Fig. 1. We set the system 
variables as follows: cellular fraction  f / fraction 
compensated  fc / incubation time  t. 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. Cellular fraction, f / Tumor cell line, GB9B; 
confidence interval, ±95% 

 
 
Aspects of the specific geometrics of cell 

proliferation derived from GB9B are depicted in 
Fig.2. 
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Fig. 2. Complex network of cell line GB9B, [17] 

 

Construction of mathematical model for 
analyzing the cellular fraction of GB is done by 
analogy with electrical structure of electric passive 
quadrupole type. Based on complex electronic 
structure represented in Fig. 3, (composed mainly of  
the RC quadrupole, the signal repeater A1, amplifier/ 
signal inverting A2, A3), we construct the 
mathematical model through operational calculus. 

We have relations: ( ) ∫+= idt
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It is possible to determine the system response to 
an input type function if the transfer function of the 
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Fig. 3. Electronic structure: RC + OA, [17];  
- the resistances R1, R2, R6, R9  are undefined;  
- A1, A2, A3; - precision OA with the input jFET;-  I -  
CND; - the scheme does not apply to direct 
measurements.  
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Response system, ( )pY , (9), contains two poles, 
as stability elements for the electronic system. When 
applying at the RC quadrupole input, (at t=0), an 
electric signal by magnitude 1U , at the output of the 
active structure will be obtained an electric signal 
that tends to the magnitude 

2U , after a time 

interval that is a multiple of time constant τ . Time 
constant of the RC quadrupole is RC=τ . Taking 
into consideration the type of  followed process, one 
could choose a time constant with a relatively large 
value, namely d3=τ . Calculated values based on 
the model:   
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are predicted values.  
The observed values are the values obtained on 

the basis of laboratory experiment by calculating 
fraction compensated  fc , obtained from the cellular 
fraction, f. Based on the observed values and 
predicted values can be residue analysis presented in 
Fig. 4. Residue analysis is based on the prediction 
error calculated as the difference between observed 
and predicted values.  

 
Fig. 4.Analisis of residues;confidence interval ±95% 
 

4 Discussion and Conclusions 
Cell line GB9B of type tumor cells GB was 
incubated in Clinical research laboratory (CRL) of 
UMF Craiova. The incubation process revealed a 
strong cell viability, accompanied by a large 
increase in the growth rate of the cell fraction 
dynamics.  

In other research, conducted in vivo has been 
revealed the increase of tumor cell mass 
accompanied by microvascular proliferation of 
tumor tissues. The explanation is related to the need 
to ensure an optimal local energy resources [1]. This 
aspect of the optimum of local energy  is defining in 
case of cultivation of cell lines derived from GB. It 
is required a constant refreshment of standard MEM 
culture medium (including fetal bovine serum - 
FBS, antibiotic), during the process of incubation. 

The aspect of specific aggressivity of 
glioblastoma (GB) is supported by Wang R, et al. 
[11]. They pointed out a notable feature of GB, ie, 
an abnormal vascular network, which prints an 
enlarged tissue hyperplasia. Mechanisms of 
angiogenesis and tumor endothelial cell origin 
remain poorly defined. 

Further on we would look for proving that a 
mathematical model described by a differential 
equation of order 2 with concentrated parameters 
could be accepted for a complex process of 
xenobiotic absorption [12]. Within the structure of a 
modulated absorption system, with a target type 
xenobiotic, one could identify specific elements of 
xenobiotic compounds dissipating type and 
accumulating type. As is already told, a 
mathematical model depicting a xenobiotic 
absorption process could be a differential equation 
of order 2 [14,16]. 

Continuous and sustained pursuit of subjects 
which have a xenobiotic induced retardation in 
speech is vital in the areas of permanent and 
intensive monitoring. Detection and quantification 
of retardation induced impermanent implementation 
on a subject affected by a xenobiotic can be 
implemented by using the elements of statistical 
analysis, more precise by watching crowd sounds 
appearances interrelated groups [13,15]. 

It is important in the study of tumor cell 
proliferation in vitro the construction of specific 
mathematical model of the process. We believe that 
the construction of the mathematical model in the 
form of the transfer function can be obtained by 
analogy with complex electronic structures, namely 
a RC quadrupole + OA (operational amplifier) [17].  

It is possible to develop mathematical models of 
cellular fraction GB analysis based on a so-called 
indirect construction process of mathematical 
model. The mathematical model for analyzing the 
cellular fraction of GB was built indirectly by 
analogy with the mathematical model of a passive 
quadrupole of RC type. It is important that during 
the construction of such a model to have a 
mathematical model validation stage. Residue 
analysis allows to validate a mathematical model of 
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the dynamics of cellular fraction, based on the 
mathematical model built on complex electronic 
structure entailing a RC quadrupole + an operational 
amplifier OA [17, 18]. 

The transfer function of electronic structure RC 
quadrupole + operational amplifier OA determines 
forecast values for the proliferation process of tumor 
cells gliblastoma. Based on the analysis of residues 
one could accept that such a mathematical model:  
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is valid for the proliferation process of the cell line, 
GB9B, of  GB tumor cell type.  

The process of multiplexing we generated a 
series of specific curves proliferation process, as 
follows: 
- Fig. 5. Numerical simulation on model type: 
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- Fig. 6. Numerical simulation on model type: 
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- Fig. 7. Numerical simulation on model type: 
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Fig. 5 Numerical simulation: ( )[ ]10

0

1 1/1 ++ − ppKL τ  

K=1; τ=1; 1.5; 2; 2.5; 3; 3.5; 4 
 

 

Fig. 6 Numerical simulation: ( )[ ]10

0

1 1/1 ++ − ppKL τ   

K=2; τ=1; 1.5; 2; 2.5; 3; 3.5; 4 
 

 
Fig. 7 Numerical simulation: ( )[ ]10

0

1 1/1 ++ − ppKL τ  

K=3; τ=1; 1.5; 2; 2.5; 3; 3.5; 4 
 
In the process of tumor cell proliferation control 

in the laboratory, it is necessary medium change 
from time to time. Numerical simulation on the 
computer, allows to obtain results doors for 
laboratory research. Mathematical models by 
numerical simulation, allowing obtaining valid 
results when the input values of different sizes in the 
process of cell proliferation. The multiplexing 
process we generated a new series of specific curves 
proliferation process. In case of media with the 
same time constant but different proliferative factors 
may be numerically simulate the process of cell 
proliferation, which depends on the exchange rate of 
the working medium, as follows: 

- Fig. 8. Numerical sim. on model: ( )[ ]10
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0
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 where Ki= 1; 

- Fig. 9. Numerical sim. on model: ( )[ ]10
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 where K1=1; K2=3; 

 

 
Fig. 8. Numerical sim.: ( )[ ]101 1/1

ii ppKL ++ −    

( )[ ][ ]∑ ++ − 101 1/1
ii ppKL  , (i=1; 2; 3; 4), (Ki=1)   
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Fig.9. Numerical sim. : ( )[ ]101 1/1

ii ppKL ++ −  

( )[ ][ ]∑ ++ − 101 1/1
ii ppKL   (i=1;2), (K1=1;K2=3)   

 
In case of media with the same proliferative 

factors but different time constant may be 
numerically simulate the process of cell 
proliferation, as follows: 

- Fig. 10. Numerical simulation on model type: 
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where K1,2= 1; K3= 2; τ1,2= 1; τ3= 2; 
- Fig. 11. Numerical simulation on model type: 
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where K1= 1; K2= 3; τ1= 1; τ2= 3. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Numerical sim. : ( )[ ]101 1/1

iii ppKL ++ − τ  

( )[ ][ ]∑ ++ − 101 1/1
iii ppKL τ K1,2=1K3=2,τ1,2=1τ3=2   

 
Fig.11. Numerical sim. : ( )[ ]101 1/1

iii ppKL ++ − τ   

( )[ ][ ]∑ ++ − 101 1/1
iii ppKL τ ;K1=1,K2=3,τ1=1,τ2=3   

 
It is believed that the process of proliferation of 

tumor cells GB is defined by the points: [τ,(1-e-1)], 
[2τ,(1-e-2)], [3τ,(1-e-3)], [4τ,(1-e-4)].  

Calculation of standard residues explains our 
choice to accept indirect construction of the 
mathematical model specific to this biochemical 
process by cell dynamic type on tumor cells GB. 
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